Abstract-Most of current intrusion detection systems are based on machine learning methods but very few till now use clustering algorithms as a preprocessing layer to reduce the high dimensionality of data, which is difficult to analyze. In this paper we introduce Modular Neural Network for intrusion detection, which apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as preprocessing layer for reducing huge information quantity presented in knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD99) data set. PCA significantly reduce the high dimensionality of data set without loss of information. Then this preprocess data in the form of principal component is presented to Batch Backpropagation Neural Network for efficient intrusion detection. We rely on some experiments to calculate Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) using Modular Neural Network on KDD 99 data set. Our experimental results show improvement in the learning time due to the reduction of high dimensions of data. Also we have obtained low RMSE during training, which is below the acceptance range of 0.1. Proposed Modular Neural Network has capability to efficiently and accurately classify data into attack and normal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network Security is one of the key challenge faces by computer researcher presently. With the extensive use of computer networks, network security has become a most important concern for the developers and users of these networks. Consequently, the dilemma of intrusion detection has grasped the attention of research with the aim of deploying efficient intrusion detection systems (IDS). Currently available Intrusion detection mechanisms suffer with problem of high dimensional data; it is difficult to understand the underlying structure. Furthermore, the storage, transmission and processing of high dimensional data places great demands on systems. All these are aspects of one of the most interesting computational and data analysis problems [1] .
Research in intrusion started about thirty years ago. James P. Anderson was considered to be the pioneer of Intrusion Detection [2] . James P. Anderson proposed certain types of threats to the security of computer systems could be identified through a review of information contained in the system's audit trail. Many operating systems automatically create a report which details the activity occurring on the system. In 1987 Dorothy Denning and Peter Neumann proposed a model, which is considered as a milestone in the field of Intrusion Detection. They define the foundation elements of Intrusion Detection [3] . IDS can be categorized in to Misuse detection and Anomaly detection. Further, IDS can also be classified into Host based, Network-based on the base of data source. Further, there are two techniques available, Statistical-Based Intrusion Detection (SBID) and Rule-Based Intrusion Detection (RBID) [4] , [5] .
The rest of paper is organized as follow: Section II discusses related work in Intrusion Detection using Artificial Neural Networks. Section III discusses artificial neural networks and their advantages in the area of intrusion detection. Section IV provides introduction to Principal Component Analysis and its applicability in Intrusion Detection. Sections V discuss in detail the Modular Neural Network. Section VI discusses the experiments and results. Finally Section VII provides a conclusion and recommendations for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
IDS research has been ongoing actively for past three decade producing number of viable system. Some of which have been implemented on commercial level. But research in Intrusion Detection using Artificial Neural Networks started in last few years with great prospect. James Cannady was considered to be first to use artificial Neural Network for Intrusion detection. Before him rule base expert systems are frequently use. In his paper he explain the characteristic of Artificial Neural Network that Artificial neural networks provide the potential to identify and classify network activity based on limited, incomplete, and nonlinear data sources. He presents an approach to the process of misuse detection that utilizes the analytical strengths of neural networks, and provides the results from preliminary analysis of this approach. [6] . Jake Ryan et al discuss NNID; a backpropagation neural network called NNID (Neural network intrusion detector) was trained in the identification task and tested experimentally on a system of 10 users. The system was 96 % accurate in detecting unusual activity with 7 % false alarm rate. This suggests that learning user profile is an effective way for detecting intrusions. The NNID system works in three steps such as collecting data, training data and performance. If NN suggestion is different from the actual Intrusion Detection Using PCA Based Modular Neural Network
Khaled Al-Nafjan , Musaed A. Al-Hussein , Abdullah S. Alghamdi, Mohammad Amanul Haque, and Iftikhar Ahmad user then indicate anomaly. If NN activation is greater than 0.5 then identification was correct otherwise less than 0.5 then anomalies are detected. It provides high degree of accuracy out of 24 intruders the network identified 22. It operates offline on daily logs not for real [7] . Rhodes et al uses Multiple SOMS the unsupervised learning to identify anomalies. He measures a 10 % difference between the measures of fit for the same vector on different runs. In case of data and particular distance measures all of the normal traffic scored between 0 and 3. Roughly 7 packets transmitted to accomplish the exploit, 2 registered just above 80, indicating they did not fit well on the map at all and 2 other registered above 630 indicating external anomaly. It can also be applied for analysis of data collected from network monitoring. The ratio of normal to intrusive packets was computed. The overflow is also detected by this NN. By learning to characterize normal behavior, it completely prepares itself to detect any abnormal network activity [8] .
J Cannady uses CMAC (Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller) adaptive NN for intrusion detection that is capable of learning new attacks rapidly through the use of a modified reinforced learning method that uses feedback from the protected system. It provides online learning of attack patterns. It has rapid learning of data. It is extremely accurate in identify priori attack patterns. This modified reinforce learning approach resulted in an average error of 3.28 -05 %, compared with an average error of 15 % in existing intrusion detection. The average error rate is 2.199 % that identify new attacks based on its experience [6] .
Hammerstrom et al used ANNMD (Artificial Neural Network for Misuse Detection) a MLP (Multi Level Perceptron) architecture that consists of four connected layers with 9 inputs and 2 output nodes. The training of the neural network was conducted using a backpropagation algorithm for 10,000 iterations of the selected training data. Like the feed-forward architecture of the neural network, the use of a backpropagation algorithm for training was based on the proven record of this approach in the development of neural networks for a variety of applications. Of the 9,462 records, which were preprocessed for use in the prototype, 1000 were randomly selected for testing and the remaining were used to train the system. The training/testing iterations of the neural network required 26.13 hours to complete [9] .
Morteza Amini et al. used UNNID (Unsupervised Neural Net based Intrusion Detector) system that detects networkbased intrusions and attacks using unsupervised neural networks. Two types of unsupervised Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) nets (ART-1 and ART-2) are used in this system. This system can efficiently classify network traffic into normal and intrusive. It has hybrid approaches of misuse and anomaly detection, so capable of detecting known attack types as well as new attack types as anomalies.
The result of this system shows that ART-1 93.5 % of times and ART-2 90.7 % were able to recognize attack from normal one. This system has many advantages over previous nets because of its unsupervised learning. This capability improves its analysis of new data over time without the requirement of retraining over all the previous and new data [10] .
III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
An artificial neural network consists of a collection of processing elements that are highly interconnected and transform a set of inputs to a set of desired outputs. The result of the transformation is determined by the characteristics of the elements and the weights associated with the interconnections among them. By modifying the connections between the nodes the network is able to adapt to the desired outputs [11] , [1] , [4] , [6] .
A. Artificial Neural Network in Intrusion Detection
Systems A limited amount of research has been conducted on the application of neural networks to detecting computer intrusions. Artificial neural networks offer the potential to resolve a number of the problems encountered by the other current approaches to intrusion detection. Artificial neural networks are alternatives. Neural networks were specifically proposed to identify the typical characteristics of system users and identify statistically significant variations from the user's established behavior [1] .
B. Advantages of Neural Network-based Intrusion Detection Systems
The first advantage in the utilization of a neural network in the detection would be the flexibility that the network would provide. A neural network would be capable of analyzing the data from the network, even if the data is incomplete or distorted. Similarly, the network would possess the ability to conduct an analysis with data in a nonlinear fashion. Further, because some attacks may be conducted against the network in a coordinated attack by multiple attackers, the ability to process data from a number of sources in a non-linear fashion is especially important. [6] , [4] . The inherent speed of neural networks is another benefit of this approach. Because the output of a neural network is expressed in the form of a probability the neural network provides a predictive capability to the detection of instances of misuse. A neural network-based misuse detection system would identify the probability that a particular event, or series of events, was indicative of an attack against the system. As the neural network gains experience it will improve its ability to determine where these events are likely to occur in the attack process. This information could then be used to generate a series of events that should occur if this is in fact an intrusion attempt. By tracking the subsequent occurrence of these events the system would be capable of improving the analysis of the events and possibly conducting defensive measures before the attack is successful [11] .
However, the most important advantage of neural networks in misuse detection is the ability of the neural network to "learn" the characteristics of misuse and identifies instances. The probability of an attack against the system may be estimated and a potential threat flagged whenever the probability exceeds a specified threshold [1] , [4] .
IV. PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical
International Journal of Machine Learning and Computing, Vol. 2, No. 5, October 2012 procedure that transforms a number of (possibly) correlated variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated variables called principal components. The objective of principal component analysis is to reduce the dimensionality (number of variables) of the dataset but retain most of the original variability in the data [12] . Principal component analysis (PCA) has been called one of the most valuable results from applied linear algebra. PCA is used abundantly in all forms of analysis -from neuroscience to computer graphicsbecause it is a simple, non-parametric method of extracting relevant information from confusing data sets. With minimal additional effort PCA provides a roadmap for how to reduce a complex data set to a lower dimension to reveal the sometimes hidden, simplified structure that often underlie it [13] .
PCA is wonderful multivariate statistical algorithm to reduce the different representation spaces before applying some machine learning algorithms on the different KDD99 Intrusion Detection datasets. This new representation permits to improve the learning time and space representation of the different datasets with a similar successful prediction in the whole experiments [12] . Below Fig .1 . shown block diagram of modular neural network. The main aim of using PCA is to reduce high dimension of KDD 99 data set [14] , [15] .
Second layer consist of main Neural Network, which uses Batch Backpropagation algorithm for intrusion detection. The input to main neural network is preprocessed input given by PCA.
A. Data Collector
This component collects data from audit data record. In case of our experimental result we are using KDD 99 data set, which is considered as trademark for research in intrusion detection.
B. Preprocessor
The Preprocessor component gets data from Data Provider and clusters it using PCA to reduce high dimensions. Steps of PCA are explained by diagram below.
C. Neural Net based Analyzer
The main component of Modular Neural Network is Neural Net based Analyzer, which analyzes the input given by Preprocessor and detects intrusions and attacks. It uses Batch Back Prorogation Algorithm A supervised Multi layers Feed forward Neural Network [6] . First we have to train it by some portion of KDD 99 data set until we got RMSE in acceptable range. Then test it for appropriate results in output file. Below Fig. 2 . shown Steps involve in principal component analysis. The detected intrusions by the Neural Network base analyzer are given to responder that classifies it as normal or attack.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
For experimental results we use JOONE (Java Object Oriented Neural Engine), for Implementing Modular Neural Network [16] . We use JoonePAD for Graphical representation of PCA principal components (clusters) and root mean square error (RMSE) during learning phase of batch back propagation. Fig. 4 . is show Graphical representation of PCA output in Joone PAD. Fig. 5 . is show property window of JOONE calculating RMSE during Training phase and Fig. 6 .shown Graph of RMSE during training phase of modular neural network . Steps Involve in Implementing Modular Neural Network Using JOONE a) Build a PCA NN (by using the Sanger Synapse) and train it in unsupervised mode b) Export it to a file in a serialized format (after having removed the i/o components used during the training).
c) Build the main neural network, and insert a Nested Neural Layer as first layers d) Import the above-serialized PCA NN into the Nested Neural Layer e) Set to false the 'learning' property of the Nested Neural Layer (it should already be set to that value by default) f) Set to true the learning mode of the main NN g) Randomize the weights of the main neural network h) Start the training phase i) Repeat the steps 7 and 8 until you get a good RMSE.
The RMSE we have got during training phase of Modular Neural Network is 0.09285379750141924, which is below 0.1, the acceptable range. Also the test data has detection rate of 96% for known attacks with very few false alarms. Though we are compromising on the integrity of input data set by reducing its high dimensions to low but still we got very good results.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented in this research paper a new idea of how to reduce the size of data set using PCA before applying Neural Network learning algorithm Batch Backpropagation (BBP) on the KDD 99 intrusion detection datasets. This new approach permits us to improve the learning time and reduce the RMSE, which is below the acceptance value of 0.1. In future work we try to implement this Modular Neural Network in real time environment. Also try to detect the specific type of attacks.
